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THE National Audit Office 
report on the NHS cyber 
attack in May highlights how 
even the biggest organisa-
tions rely on small details, 
writes Sonia Braybrook 
(right) head of commercial 
services at JMP Solicitors.

The head of the National 
Audit Office, Amyas Morse, 
said: “The WannaCry cyber 
attack had potentially serious 
implications for the NHS and 
its ability to provide care to 
patients. It was a relatively 
unsophisticated attack and 
could have been prevented by 
the NHS following basic IT sec-
urity best practice.” 

The report said “taking action 
to manage firewalls facing the 
internet would have guarded 
organisations against infection.”

Are you aware of any weak 
links in your business?  

For a start, individuals can 
still make mistakes even where 
there are many useful systems 
to assist. Spell check cannot 
ensure your biggest custom-
er’s name will be spelt correct-
ly.  Calendar reminders can be 
ignored.

Rules and systems are more 
effective when they are aligned 
to the way that individuals 
work naturally. 

Apparently we have 95% of 
the same thoughts every day 

Where is your 
weakest link?

so it is likely that importing an 
extra step into a process can 
disrupt (as well as enhance) 
a pattern of working that 
takes time and repetition to 
“regroove”. 

Any change is both stimulat-
ing and risky—and the world 
of IT is changing all the time, 
which could be why it is seen 
as less resilient.

Weaknesses can come from 
external forces — late payers, 
difficult suppliers — some of 
which may be addressed in 
contract conditions.

I would suggest that every 
business has weaknesses; no 
system, no person, is infallible.

If you don’t know where 
yours are, test every area of 
operation and be vigilant for 
complacency and train well for 
change — before you find out 
in a live and potentially damag-
ing situation.

AS WE fast approach the deadline for 
2017 self-assessment tax returns I often 
get asked by taxpayers if they need 
to complete a return, writes Simon 
Shaw, of Duncan & Toplis Chartered 
Accountants.

Recent changes in personal taxation 
mean many more taxpayers than before 
are required to prepare a return. 

The general rule is that a tax return is 
needed if you have a liability, even if HM 
Revenue & Customs haven’t issued one 
to be completed.

Although next week’s Budget will cer-
tainly change some tax rates and allow-
ances, it is unlikely the requirement to 
submit a tax return will be reduced.

One reason a return might be needed 
is the changes in the taxation of dividend 
income. 

Traditionally, only higher rate taxpayers 
have needed to pay tax on the dividends 
they receive. Since April 2016 basic rate 
taxpayers have a tax charge of 7.5% on 
dividends. 

Many taxpayers will benefit from the 
£5,000 tax-free dividend allowance, but if 
dividends exceed £5,000 a tax return will 
be needed.

Another question I get asked is, when 
is income taxed as self-employment? 

This is particularly important when 
something that starts as a hobby becomes 
a business. 

If services are offered or goods sold 
with the intention to make a profit this 

must be reported on a self-assessment tax 
return. 

Many people will sell surplus items, 
such as children’s clothes, which were 
not purchased with the motive of making 
a profit and therefore this income isn’t 
self-employment and a return will not be 
required.

Many individuals have invested in buy- 
to-let property in recent years. 

Sometimes it is thought there is no 
profit to report as the rent received is less 
than the outgoings. 

One important thing to remember is 
that the capital element of mortgage pay-
ments can’t be offset against the rental 
income. 

Further restrictions on the amount of 
deduction and relief given on interest 
paid mean there is very often a taxable 

profit, even where the total outgoings are 
greater than the rents received.

Pensioners also need to be aware that 
where they are in receipt of state pension 
there is no method of this pension being 
taxed at source. 

This means that where other pensions 
or income are received it is often easy to 
have a further tax liability over and above 
the tax stopped at source.

Finally, the introduction of the High 
Income Child Benefit Charge can some-
times mean a taxpayer with very simple 
tax affairs has a tax charge they are 
unaware of. 

This tax charge is applied when a per-
son has income of more than £50,000 and 
they, or their partner, are in receipt of 
Child Benefit. 

Although many taxpayers who this 
applies to have decided to stop receiving 
Child Benefit to avoid this tax charge 
being paid, there are many others who 
continue to receive this benefit and are 
therefore liable to this tax.

The above are examples of why a tax 
return might be required and although 
this is not an extensive list it is important 
that taxpayers consider their position 
on a regular basis to ensure they submit 
a self-assessment tax return within the 
required deadline.

To learn how Duncan & Toplis can 
help you get your tax affairs right Simon 
can be contacted on 01636 640 321 or via 
duntop.co.uk

Time to start thinking 
about tax return forms


